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 file in /media/hda3 but no icon of this file so how can i extract it??? !ot | r2-chik r2-chik: #ubuntu is the Ubuntu support
channel, for all Ubuntu-related support questions. Please use #ubuntu-offtopic for other topics. Thanks! how do you get vista to
run in a virtualbox ose ï»¿cyrussell: I have not read about how to use the live cd in this way r2-chik: What error are you getting?

thanks pksadiq, i'll try that error like when i start it, it says thats not supported anyone else here with a vaio cf with bluetooth
that is experiencing a problem in 8.10 with the touch pad? r2-chik: Does the host not have a 64bit CPU? yep i think thats the
problem but its an old machine and doesnt matter since i have an other machine to run vista on r2-chik: Then you will need a

x86 Ubuntu CD i mean i dont have that cd at home r2-chik: I am sure that you could put the ISO on a CD and use unetbootin to
boot it is there a general chat channel? yea but i tried that already and it doesnt let me boot it wait a sec i will make a screenshot
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i need help with compiz on my 8.04 can i pm someone no r2-chik: Really odd.. I cannot find anything on the issue #compiz I
have a question. A while back I had the volume control applet on the top panel (right click > properties > applets > volume

control) and 520fdb1ae7
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